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Abstract—This paper presents a distribution methodology for
synchronous programs, applied in particular on programs written
in the Quartz language. The given program is first transformed
into an intermediate model of guarded actions. After userspecified partitioning, the generated sub-models are transformed
into Signal processes. Using the multi-clock calculation model
of the Signal language, an optimized data-flow network can be
automatically constructed. The optimization includes reducing
the communication quantity and the computation load, with no
change to the interface behaviors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Synchronous programming languages such as Esterel [1],
Lustre [2] or Quartz [3] are all based on the synchronous
hypothesis [4]. Under this assumption, system behaviors are
projected onto a discrete sequence of logical instants. As the
sequence is discrete, nothing occurs between two consecutive
instants. Such temporal abstraction can greatly facilitate safetycritical reactive system design. It enforces deterministic concurrency of the system: Heisenbugs (i.e., bugs that disappear
when one tries to simulate/test the system) are avoided; the
system behaviors become predictable. It is also the key to a
straightforward translation of synchronous programs to hardware circuits [5]. Furthermore, it guarantees semantic precision by using mathematical models, such as Mealy machine,
as supporting foundations. These models enable a series of
efficient optimization, compilation and verification techniques
to be applied on synchronous programs.
Synchronous programs are modeled on centralized architectures with zero-time communications: any signal emitted
by some component is instantaneously received by others.
However, in real world, safety-critical reactive systems [6] [7]
practically operate over distributed architectures with delayed
communications. This mismatch results in a wide gap between
centralized design model and distributed implementation. To
get over this, desynchronization is introduced with the following requirement: how to distribute a synchronous program
while preserving the same observable behaviors, i.e., the same
interface behaviors. This issue has drawn a considerable attention both in theoretical challenges and in industrial relevance.
For Esterel and Lustre, a series of distribution methods
have been proposed [8]. In [9], starting from a synchronous
program, a network of communicating codesign finite state
machines is constructed. The distribution of synchronous
programs via the modeling as finite deterministic automata
[10] is presented in [11]. Based on it, the extended method
in [12] focused on the automatic deduction of distributed
systems from centralized synchronous circuits. Furthermore,
how to distribute synchronous programs to fulfill temporal

constraints is introduced in [13]. The primary goal of these
distribution methods does not include an optimization of the
communication and the computation, which is in the focus of
this paper.
A related distribution methodology is presented in [14]. Its
procedure consists of three steps: 1) the given synchronous
program is compiled into an intermediate AIF model [15],
which is a common intermediate format for various synchronous languages [16] [17]; 2) the data dependencies within
the model are analyzed and represented in a dependency graph,
then the generated graph is subsequently partitioned into subgraphs in which partitions can be made horizontal (for a
pipelined execution) or vertical (for a parallel execution); 3) a
synchronous elastic system [18] is synthesized by generating
a distributed component for each sub-graph and establishing
a communication infrastructure with synchronous elastic flow
(SELF) protocol [18].
Owing to the analogy to synchronous hardware circuit, one
can assume that the given synchronous program holds a master
clock driving the whole program computation. We refer to
such program as a mono-clocked program [19]. Furthermore,
it follows the model of computation (MoC) strict synchrony:
during each instant, each input channel always reads data
and each output channel always produces data. This feature
may cause unnecessary communications or computations. In
[20], the communication quantity is reduced, according to an
evaluation of communication necessity: a producer transmits
a value only when it is really required for the calculation
of a receiver. However, it may result in highly overestimated computations for evaluating communication necessity.
To avoid this, the evaluation can be refined by constructing
additional communications, while this operation may augment
the communication. An optimization method on computations
is presented in [21]: a condition is computed for every variable
to determine whether its value is required for current or
future computations; when the condition does not hold, the
computation of the corresponding variable can be suppressed.
A new optimized distribution methodology is proposed,
which is based on a more flexible MoC. In contrast to
synchronous languages, the polychronous language Signal [22]
[23] [24] is based on the MoC polychrony1 . As its name
suggests, a polychronous program makes use of multiple
clocks to drive its execution, the system behaviors are defined
on a partially ordered set of instants. One can consider that
each component in the program holds its own master clock,
and there is no longer a master clock for the whole program.
1 From

the Greek “poly chronos” to mean multiple clocks.

We refer to such program as a multi-clocked program. If there
is no relation between the master clocks, the multi-clocked
program does not follow a linear timeline, but a nonlinear
one. Nonlinear instants t1 , t2 are such that there is no order
relation between them. The system behaviors over nonlinear
instants occur asynchronously. Hence, the Signal language
allows one to conveniently model the asynchronous communications between synchronous modules. This exactly accords
with the requirement of distributed systems. In addition, nonlinear timeline implies the possibility to avoid unnecessary
synchronization, thereby enabling potential optimization [25].
Due to these advantages, Signal is particularly suited as a
coordination layer to finally build a data-flow network over
desynchronized processing locations.
Based on the multi-clock calculation model of the Signal
language, we propose a distribution methodology for the
synchronous programs. First, the given synchronous program
is compiled into AIF model. Second, according to the user
specifications, the generated model is partitioned into submodels. After the partitioning, the generated sub-models are
transformed into equivalent Signal processes. Then, the unnecessary constraints are eliminated from the processes to
avoid unnecessary synchronization. Finally, within the Signal
framework, the minimal frequencies of communication and
computation are computed via multi-clock calculation. This
operation can efficiently reduce the communication quantity
and the computation load. Along this way, an optimized dataflow network over desynchronized processing locations can be
constructed. Note that both the methodology in [14] and ours
process AIF model. Both methods are thereby independent of
particular synchronous languages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the intermediate AIF model, which serves as
the starting point for the distribution procedure, and introduces
the Signal language and its associated polychronous semantic
model. Section III presents the user-specified model partitioning and the transformation from partitioned models to Signal
processes. In Section IV, how to achieve the optimization both
on communications and on computations is presented in detail.
Meanwhile, our methodology is illustrated through case studies
in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper and look forward
the perspectives.
II. F OUNDATIONS
A. AIF Model & Synchronous Guarded Actions
To process synchronous programs, it is quite natural to
compile them into intermediate models at first. In this way,
the whole processing can be modularly divided into several
steps and the models can be reused for different purposes [8],
such as validation, comparison, model transformation and code
generation. Furthermore, the processing on the intermediate
model is independent of particular synchronous languages. The
distribution of synchronous programs converts to two steps: 1)
compilation into intermediate models; 2) distribution of intermediate models. The intermediate model devoted to the Quartz
language is the Averest Intermediate Format (AIF) model [15].
The compilation of Quartz programs into AIF models has
been implemented in the Quartz/Averest framework2 [26]. The
essential part of AIF model is AIF model behaviors that are
described by a set of synchronous guarded actions.
2 http://www.averest.org

Guarded actions are designed in the spirit of traditional
guarded commands [27], which are well-established intermediate code for the description of concurrent systems. The
guarded actions are in the form of γ ⇒ A, where the Boolean
condition γ is called guard and A is called action. The guards
represent the complex control structure of the synchronous
program. The actions represent the assignments to variables.
Due to the category of assignments, each guarded action has
either the form γ ⇒ x = τ (called guarded immediate
action) or γ ⇒ next(x) = τ (called guarded delayed action).
Once the guard is evaluated to true, the corresponding action
instantaneously starts. Both kinds of assignments evaluate
the expression τ at the current instant. Then, the immediate
assignment x = τ instantaneously transfers the value of τ to
the variable x, whereas the assignment effect of the delayed
one next(x) = τ takes place at the next instant. When the
value of a variable x cannot be determined by any action, its
value is determined by the absence reaction. It determines the
value, according to the storage type of the assigned variable: a
non-memorized variable is reset to the default value (denoted
as def value, the particular value depends on the data type);
a memorized variable keeps its previous value, or takes its
default value at the initial instant.
Guarded actions describe model behaviors via two parts:
the data-flow part computes locals and outputs; the controlflow part computes labels, which denote the pause locations
of control-flow. Guarded actions in the control-flow part are
in the form of γ ⇒ next(l) = true, where label l is a nonmemorized Boolean local denoting a pause location. If l holds
at the current instant, it means that the control-flow reached
the pause location of l at the end of the previous instant, then
it resumes from this location at the beginning of the current
instant. Note that more than one label can hold at the same
instant. This enables the description of the parallelism feature
[3] of synchronous programs.
B. The Signal Language
In Section II-B1, we introduce the polychronous model as
the formal basis of Signal. Then, an overview of the language
is given in Section II-B2.
1) Polychronous Model: We start with the following sets: X
is a countable set of variables; B = {ff, tt} is a set of Boolean
data values where ff and tt respectively denote false and true;
V is a non-empty set of data values, B ⊂ V; and T is a dense
set equipped with a partial order relation, denoted by ≤. The
elements in T are called tags. We now introduce the notion of
time domain.
Definition 1 (time domain). A time domain is a partially
ordered set (T , ≤) where T ⊂ T that satisfies: T is countable;
T has a lower bound 0T for ≤, i.e., ∀t ∈ T , 0T ≤ t; ≤ over
T is well-founded; the width of (T , ≤) is finite.
(T, ≤) provides a continuous time dimension. (T , ≤) defines a discrete time dimension that corresponds to the logical
instants [24], at which the presence/absence of data can be
observed during the system execution. Thus, the mapping of
T on T allows one to move from “abstract” descriptions to
“concrete” descriptions [28].
A chain (C, ≤) ⊆ (T , ≤) is a totally ordered set of tags
that admits a lower bound 0C . The notation t + 1 means the
immediate successor of a tag t in C, which satisfies ∀t′ ∈
C, t ≤ t′ ⇒ t + 1 ≤ t′ . We denote the set of all chains in T

by CT .
Definition 2 (event). An event on a given time domain T is
a pair (t, v) ∈ T × V, which associates a tag t with a data
value v.
All the events whose tags belong to the same chain, can
constitute a data-flow. Formally,
Definition 3 (signal). A signal s : C → V is a function from a
chain of tags to a non-empty set of data values, where C ∈ CT .
The domain of s is denoted by tags(s).
Two signals s1 and s2 are identical, denoted by s1 = s2 , if
and only if tags(s1 ) = tags(s2 ) and ∀t ∈ tags(s1 ), s1 (t) =
s2 (t). S = ∪C∈CT (s : C → V) is the set of signals over the
time domain (T , ≤).
Definition 4 (behavior). Given a finite subset X of a countable
set X of variables, a behavior over X is an injective function
b : X → S. The domain of b is denoted by vars(b).
The restriction of b over a set of variables X, denoted by
b|X , is the behavior defined by vars(b|X ) = X ∩ vars(b) and
∀x ∈ vars(b|X ), (b|X )(x) = b(x).
Two behaviors b1 and b2 are compatible, denoted by b1 l
b2 , if and only if b1 |vars(b2 ) = b2 |vars(b1 ) . The composition
of two compatible behaviors b1 : X1 → S, b2 : X2 → S
is a behavior (b1 |b2 ) : (X1 ∪ X2 ) → S defined by ∀x ∈
X1 , (b1 |b2 )(x) = b1 (x) and ∀x ∈ X2 , (b1 |b2 )(x) = b2 (x).
Definition 5 (process). A process p is a set of behaviors
defined over the same domain. The domain is denoted by
vars(p), which satisfies ∀b ∈ p, vars(b) = vars(p).
Definition 6 (composition of processes). The composition of
two processes p1 and p2 , denoted as p1 |p2 , is a process
consisting of the compositions of any two compatible behaviors
b1 ∈ p1 and b2 ∈ p2 :
p1 |p2 = {(b1 |b2 )|(b1 , b2 ) ∈ p1 × p2 , b1 l b2 }.
The notions presented in this section are sufficient to
express the semantics of Signal elementary concepts within
this polychronous model [24]. In the remainder of this paper,
we also use them to formulate the optimization scheme.
2) An Overview of the Signal Language: Signal is a
polychronous language processing unbounded series of typed
values, called signals. At any tag t, a signal x (corresponding
to b(x) in the polychronous model, where b is a behavior)
may be present or absent: when present (i.e., t ∈ tags(b(x))),
it holds some value; when absent (i.e., t ∈
/ tags(b(x))), it holds
no value.
The presence status of x is denoted by its associated clock
x̂ : tags(b(x)) → {tt}. Furthermore, the Signal language
supports clock calculation. The basic operations contain clock
union x1 +̂x2 : tags(b(x1 )) ∪ tags(b(x2 )) → {tt}; clock intersection x1 ˆ
∗x2 : tags(b(x1 )) ∩ tags(b(x2 )) → {tt}; and clock
difference x1 −̂x2 : tags(b(x1 ))\tags(b(x2 )) → {tt}. In order
to enable reasoning on clock calculation, we define 0̂ for the
empty clock (i.e., 0̂ : ∅ → {tt}) and [x] (resp. [¬x]) for the
clock at which tags a Boolean signal x holds the value true
(resp. false).
a) Declarative Constraints
A Signal program declares constraints on the involved
signals, that must be satisfied by both values and clocks.

The constraints on clocks are referred to as clock relations,
including synchronization relation x1 =x
ˆ 2 , i.e., tags(b(x1 )) =
ˆ 2 , i.e., tags(b(x1 )) ⊆
tags(b(x2 )); inclusion relation x1 ≤x
tags(b(x2 )); and mutual exclusion relation x1 #̂x2 , i.e.,
tags(b(x1 )) ∩ tags(b(x2 )) = ∅.
Besides the explicit clock relations, constraints can be
implicitly declared by the Signal equations. Each equation
is a definition associating one defined signal with a Signal
expression built on operators over signals. The operands of
the operators can be signals or expressions.
There are two kinds of definitions:
• A complete definition (:=) is an equation in which
the defined signal is assigned with the associated expression. For instance, y := x is a complete definition
of y that is assigned with x when x is present; y is
synchronized with x:
∀t ∈ tags(b(x)), b(y)(t) = b(x)(t) and y =x.
ˆ
•

A partial definition (::=) is an equation in which
the defined signal is assigned with the associated expression when the expression is present. For instance,
y ::= x is a partial definition of y that is assigned with
x when x is present; when x is not present, the value
of y depends on other partial definitions:
∀t ∈ tags(b(x)), b(y)(t) = b(x)(t).

According to the implied clock relations, the Signal expressions can be classified into two families: synchronous
expressions (i.e., all the involved signals have the same clock)
and polychronous expressions (i.e., the involved signals may
have different clocks). The primitive expressions include
• Instantaneous function: x := f (x1 , . . . , xn ) defines a
point-wise n-ary function on sequences of values, in
which all the signals x, x1 , . . . , xn are synchronous.
• Delay: x := x′ $1 init def value defines that x and
x′ are synchronous; the current value of x is equal to
the previous value of x′ and equal to the default value
def value at the initial tag.
◦ x=x
ˆ ′
◦ b(x)(0Cx ) = def value
◦ ∀t ∈ tags(b(x)), 0Cx < t + 1 ⇒ b(x)(t + 1) =
b(x′ )(t)
where Cx = tags(b(x)).
• Downsampling: x := x′ when b defines a downsampling of the signal x′ that occurs only when both x̂′
and the downsampling condition b hold true.
◦ x=x
ˆ ′ ˆ∗[b], where [b]=when
ˆ
b
◦ ∀t ∈ tags(b(x)), b(x)(t) = b(x′ )(t)
• Deterministic merging: x := x1 default x2 defines
that the clock of x is the clock union of x1 and x2 ,
its value is equal to x1 when x1 is present, otherwise
equal to x2 when x1 is absent but x2 is present.
◦ x=x
ˆ 1 +̂x2
◦ ∀t ∈ tags(b(x1 )), b(x)(t) = b(x1 )(t)
◦ ∀t ∈ tags(b(x2 ))\tags(b(x1 )),
b(x)(t) = b(x2 )(t)
• Completion: x ::= defaultvalue x′ completes the
definition of x. Given the partial definitions x ::=
x1 , x ::= x2 , where x1 #̂x2 , x is then identical to x′
when x1 and x2 are absent but x and x′ are present.

Both explicit clock relations and equations are elementary
processes. The composition of (elementary) processes defines
a Signal program, which is a process as well. This composition
leads to the conjunction of the involved constraints. Furthermore, the scope of the constraints on signals can be restricted
by declaring the signals as local.
• Composition of processes defines a union of processes
in which the involved constraints have to be simultaneously satisfied. The composition is in the form of
(|p1 |p2 |), where p1 and p2 are processes.
• Restriction defines a local signal declaration in a
process. It is in the form of p where x or p/x, which
means that the signal x is a local in the process p.
b) Conditional Dependencies
Besides constraints, the equations also implicitly express
conditional dependencies between signals, which have to be
strictly obeyed during the computations. A conditional deh
pendency x −
→ y specifies that the computation of signal y
depends on signal x at the clock hˆ
∗xˆ
∗y. The dependencies
are as follows:
x := f (x1 , . . . , xn )
x := x′ $1 init def value

x1 → x ∪ . . . ∪ xn → x
∅

x := x′ when b

x′ −→ x

x := x1 default x2
(|p1 |p2 |)

1
x
x1 → x ∪ x2 −−2−−→
D1 ∪ D2

[b]

as shown in Fig. 1. Its calculation clock is defined as follows:
clkcal (x)p =
ˆ

n
]

([hi ]ˆ∗xi ).

i=1

U
where
represents the accumulation of clock unions. Note
that the calculation clock of an input is equal to its presence
clock.

Fig. 2.

Conditional Dependencies from x in Process p

The utility clock of the signal x in a process p, denoted
as clkuty (x)p , represents the tags at which x is really useful
for other signals computation in p. The utility clock can be
computed by considering all the dependencies from x: x
is useful when at least one target signal is useful and the
corresponding condition clock holds. Fig. 2 illustrates the
dependencies from x. Its utility clock is defined as follows:

x −̂x

clkuty (x)p =
ˆ

m
]

(h′i ˆ∗clkuty (yi )p ).

i=1
ˆx
x ∗

Note that x1 → x stands for x1 −−1−→ x; D1 , D2 are the
dependencies respectively derived from processes p1 and p2 .
To encode the derived dependencies, a bipartite conditional
dependency graph (CDG) [29] is synthesized. It consists of
vertices V representing signals and labeled edges representing
the conditional dependencies. For instance, an edge labeled h
h
from x to y represents x −
→ y.
c) Calculation Clock & Utility Clock
Recall that the clock of a signal denotes the presence
status of the signal. This kind of clock is therefore also called
presence clock. Furthermore, it is feasible to synthesize other
kinds of clocks to exhibit various features of signals [30]. We
introduce the notions of calculation clock and utility clock
that will play a key role in the optimization process. Both
of them are computed, based on the analysis of conditional
dependencies.

Fig. 1.

Conditional Dependencies to x in Process p

The calculation clock of a signal x in a process p, denoted
as clkcal (x)p , represents the tags at which the value of x is
updated with a fresh value rather than with its previous value
in p. The calculation clock can be computed by considering
all the conditional dependencies from other signals to x.
Given equations x ::= x1 when h1 , . . . , x ::= xn when hn in
process p, the conditional dependencies to x are synthesized

Given a signal x in a process p, if its current value can be
useful in the future in p, its utility clock is consequently equal
to its presence clock. Note that the utility clock of an output
in a process is equal to its presence clock in the process.
III. AIF M ODEL TO S IGNAL P ROCESS
Starting from the generated intermediate model, the first
step is to partition it into sub-models, according to userspecified topological annotations. After the partitioning, the
generated models are transformed into Signal processes, in
which the unnecessary constraints are then eliminated to avoid
unnecessary synchronization.
A. Model Partitioning
We propose a partitioning method for AIF model, according to user-specified annotations. The given synchronous
program describes the system behavior in a modular structure,
the annotations can thereby specify a mapping of module
instantiations onto the processing locations. For instance, the
annotations
main {A}
inst1 : M odulex {B}
inst2 : M oduley {C}
specify that the main module (i.e., the entry of the program) is
located on the location A, the instantiation inst1 of M odulex
is located on B and the instantiation inst2 of M oduley is
located on C. According to this mapping, the guarded actions
of the AIF model are grouped into different classes.
From the guarded actions involved in each class, the I/O
and local declarations are automatically generated, a sub-model
is consequently synthesized. If the guarded actions computing
the same variable x are grouped into multiple sub-models, this

means that the computation of x is distributed. For each submodel that can compute x, a completion input x′ is declared
to receive the values of x computed by others.
In the generated sub-models, the variables are divided
into three categories: I/O that connect a sub-model with the
environment; intermediates that connect a sub-model with
other sub-models; and internals, i.e., locals in a sub-model.
B. Guarded Actions to Declarative Constraints
After the partitioning, the transformation of generated
models into Signal processes is performed. The model name,
interface and local declarations of sub-models bijectively
correspond to the homonymous parts in Signal processes. This
section focuses on the transformation from guarded actions to
Signal declarative constraints.
The transformation should preserve features of the source
in the generated target, to guarantee the consistency between
them. Furthermore, such features of the source can be checked
within the framework of the target. The features of guarded
actions are summarized as follows:
• Strict synchrony. All the variables included in the set
of guarded actions are synchronous.
• No priority. No priority exists between the guarded
actions that compute the same variable.
• Exclusivity. To avoid write conflicts [3], simultaneous
assignment of different values to the same variable is
forbidden. Given a pair of guarded actions assigning
different values to the same variable, if both are
immediate or delayed, they must be simultaneously
exclusive; if one is immediate and another is delayed,
then they must be cross exclusive, i.e., the activation
of the delayed action implies that the immediate action
must not be activated at the next tag.
To preserve these features, each guarded immediate action
is transformed into a downsampling with synchronization
relation:
γ→x=τ

7→

(|x ::= defaultvalue x′ |).

If not, the storage type determines that it is completed by its
previous value or the default value of its data type.
C. Desynchronization of Downsampling Conditions
In guarded actions, each guard γ may be syntactically
decomposed as the conjunction of one elementary sub-guard
β consisting of labels, and one optional sub-guard λ that
is derived from the conditional statements of synchronous
program. β checks if the control-flow resumes from the desired
location while λ checks if the conditions are satisfied. Thus,
the corresponding downsampling condition γ is as follows:
γ ::= β | λ ′′ and′′ β
where λ consists of I/O, intermediate or internal signals (except
label signals).
Labels are explicitly assigned only by guarded delayed
actions. Correspondingly, β is always computed at the previous tag. This feature makes it feasible to avoid unnecessary
synchronization between β and λ, with no change to γ. Each
downsampling condition can be transformed by following the
scheme:
(|x ::= τ when γ
|γ := λ and β
|x=τ
ˆ =γ|)
ˆ

γ → next(x) = τ
(|x ::= prex when isDelayedx
|prex := nxtx $1 init def value
|nxtx ::= τ when γ
|isDelayedx := isN xtx $1 init false
|isN xtx ::= true when γ
|isN xtx ::= defaultvalue false
|x=τ
ˆ =γ
ˆ =pre
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
xtx =isDelayed
ˆ
x =nxt
x =isN
x
|)/nxtx , prex , isN xtx , isDelayedx

The downsampling immediately occurs while the assignment
delays for one tag. The Boolean flag isN xtx indicates if the
downsampling occurs. The Boolean flag isDelayedx indicates
if the assignment to x should take place. nxtx and prex keep
the values assigned to x.
By following this scheme, all the features of guarded
actions are embodied in Signal declarative constraints: 1) the
explicit synchronization relations stipulate the strict synchrony;
2) the partial definition “::=” suggests no priority among the

7→

(|x ::= τ when γ
|γ := (λ when β) default false
|x=τ
ˆ =γ
ˆ =β
ˆ
|λ=when
ˆ
β|)

After the transformation, the synchronization relation λ=β
ˆ is
weakened to γ =[β].
ˆ
The weakened synchronization relation
makes the reduction of λ̂ feasible (illustrated in Fig. 3).

(|x ::= τ when γ
|x=τ
ˆ =γ|)
ˆ

The downsampling represents the behavior of the guarded
action: when both [γ] and τ̂ hold, τ is sampled; x is then
immediately assigned with the evaluation result of τ .
For each guarded delayed action, its transformation should
preserve the delay feature as well:
7→

assignments to the same signal; 3) the partial definitions must
be checked to be exclusive as the guarded actions.
Besides the transformation of explicit actions, the transformation of absence reactions is also considered. The definition
of a signal x has to be completed. If there is a completion
input x′ , then the definition of x is completed by x′ :

λ
β
γ

tt tt

ff

ff

f f tt

ff

tt

f f tt

ff

ff

γ := λ and β
Fig. 3.

λ
β
γ

ff

tt
f f tt

ff

tt

f f tt

ff

ff

γ := (λ when β) default false

Reduction of λ̂ after desynchronizing λ and β

D. Desynchronization of Signals in Downsampling Equations
Synchronous expressions are built over synchronous operators, which impose synchronization relations between the
operands. These imposed synchronization relations can cause
unnecessary synchronization. For instance, in the downsampling equation x := (o + y) when γ, o + y imposes the
synchronization relation o=y,
ˆ where y is a local and o is an
output. Due to the preservation of interface behaviors, ô is
always equal to the master clock.
The downsampling of a synchronous expression can be
transformed into the downsampling of each involved signal.
Along this way, the imposed synchronization relations are
weakened. For instance, after the transformation
x := (o + y) when γ

7→ x := (o when γ) + (y when γ)

the clock relation o=y
ˆ is weakened to oˆ
∗[γ]=yˆ
ˆ ∗[γ], i.e. y
needs to be synchronized with o only when downsampling
condition γ holds true. Then the reduction of ŷ becomes
feasible (illustrated in Fig. 4).
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x := (o + y) when γ
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Reduction of ŷ after desynchronizing (o + y) when γ

IV. O PTIMIZATION USING M ULTI -C LOCK C ALCULATION
Within the Signal framework, a data-flow network can be
automatically constructed by composing the generated processes. According to the user-specified pragmas, the generated
processes will be mapped over different processing locations.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, in the statement p1 :: A{}, p1 is
declared as the delegate of the process A. The pragma RunOn
specifies on which processing location the given process is
located. For instance, RunOn {p1} 1 specifies that the process
delegated by p1 is mapped over the processing location 1.
When two or more processes are mapped over the same
processing location, these processes are transformed into a
set of threads that are controlled by a local scheduler and
share values via local memory. Hence, communications exist
only between processing locations for value exchanges and are
considered in the proposed optimization scheme.
p r o c e s s System =
( ? boolean i1 ,
! b o o l e a n o1 ,
pragmas
Topology { i1 ,
Topology { i2 ,
Topology { i3 ,
T a r g e t MPI
RunOn { p1 } 1
RunOn { p2 } 2
RunOn { p3 } 3
end p r a g m a s
( | p1 : : A{}
| p2 : : B{}
| p3 : : C{}
|)
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Data-flow Network according to Pragmas in Fig. 5

According to the pragmas in Fig. 5, a data-flow network is
constructed (see Fig. 6). The optimization of data-flow network
focuses on reducing the inter-process communication quantity
and the computation load, with no change to the interface
behaviors between the network and the environment.
A. Formal Optimization Effects
The desired optimization effects are formulated, based on
the polychronous model. We first state the formal definitions
for the reduction and the augmentation.
Definition 7 (reduced/augmented signal). A signal s′ is a
reduced signal of signal s (or s is an augmented signal of
s′ ), denoted as s′  s, if and only if
tags(s′ ) ⊆ tags(s) and ∀t ∈ tags(s′ ), s′ (t) = s(t).
Definition 8 (reduced/augmented behavior). A behavior b′ is a
reduced behavior of behavior b (or b is an augmented behavior
of b′ ), denoted as b′  b, if and only if they own the same
domain and given the same variable, the corresponding signal
in b′ is a reduced signal of the one in b, i.e.,
vars(b′ ) = vars(b) and ∀x ∈ vars(b′ ), b′ (x)  b(x).
Definition 9 (set of reduced behaviors). A set of reduced
behaviors for behavior b, denoted as Bb , satisfies that

i2 , i 3 ;
o2 , o3 ; )
o1 } 1
o2 } 2
o3 } 3

Signal Pragmas for Topological Specifications

Besides the process mappings, the topology of I/O and
the implementation of the communications are also defined
with pragmas [31]. The pragma Topology associates the I/O
signals of the process with a processing location. For instance,
T opology {i1, o1} 1 tells that the input signal i1 and the
output signal o2 are respectively received and produced on the
processing location 1. The pragma Target specifies the API
used to generate code for implementing the communications.
For instance, T arget M P I tells that a MPI library is used for
implementing the communications.

∀b′ ∈ Bb , b′  b.
Definition 10 (set of augmented behaviors). A set of augmented behaviors for behavior b′ , denoted as Bb′ , satisfies
that
∀b ∈ Bb′ , b′  b.
A Signal process declares a set of constraints on signals. In
the polychronous model, a process is a set of behaviors defined
over the same domain. Furthermore, the behaviors included in
the process must satisfy the declared constraints. A process
denotation, denoted as hpi, is thereby introduced to formally
represent the largest set of behaviors that satisfy the constraints
of the process p. In particular,
• hx=yi
ˆ expresses that in any behavior b ∈ hx=yi,
ˆ
the
signals x and y should be synchronous, i.e.,
{b | vars(b) = {x, y}, tags(b(x)) = tags(b(y))}.
•

ˆ ≤yi
ˆ
h[y]≤x
expresses that in any behavior b ∈
ˆ ≤yi,
ˆ
h[y]≤x
the clock x̂ has to be slower than ŷ and
faster than [y], i.e.,
{b

|

vars(b) = {x, y},
T = {t ∈ tags(b(y))|b(y)(t) = tt},
T ⊆ tags(b(x)) ⊆ tags(b(y))}

•

ho ::= x when yi expresses that in any behavior b ∈
ho ::= x when yi, the signal o is partially defined by
the downsampling x when y, i.e.,
{b

|

vars(b) = {x, y, o},
T = {t′ ∈ tags(b(x)) ∩ tags(b(y)) |
b(y)(t′ ) = tt},
∀t ∈ T, b(o)(t) = b(x)(t)}

The behaviors in ho ::= x when yi can be further restricted by composing with explicit clock relations:
• ho ::= x when y | x=yi
ˆ consists of the behaviors conforming to AIF model: o ::= x when y corresponds
to the guarded action y ⇒ o = x; x=y
ˆ explicitly
defines the synchronization relation that is implicit in
AIF model.
• As the constraints in (|x=y|)
ˆ
is part of the ones in
ˆ ≤y|),
ˆ
(|[y]≤x
ho ::= x when y | x=yi
ˆ is a subset of
ˆ ≤yi.
ˆ
ho ::= x when y | [y]≤x
Comparing the two compositions, we conclude the reduction/augmentation relations among their behaviors.

no effect to any computation in the receiver. More importantly,
since the receiver has to read a data value from each input
channel during each tag, reading redundant data can impair
the operating efficiency of the receiver.

Fig. 7.

Conditional Broadcast

To optimize the communications, the broadcast should
evolve into conditional broadcast: the given data is only
broadcasted to the receivers really requiring it. To achieve this
evolution, each producer (e.g., p0 in Fig. 7) is equipped with
an adapter around it to selectively trigger the sending to the
receivers (e.g., p1 , . . . , pn in Fig. 7).
Proposition 1. For each behavior b ∈ ho ::= x when y
On the other hand, one signal can have multiple producers.
b
| x=yi,
ˆ
there always exists a set of reduced behaviors B ⊂
A merging functionality is thus necessary for the receiver: it
ˆ
ˆ
ho ::= x when y | [y]≤x≤yi, s.t.,
requires its adapter to transmit the data from the appropriate
∀b′ ∈ Bb , b′ (y) = b(y), b′ (x)  b(x), ∀t ∈ T, b′ (o)(t) = b(o)(t), input channel. As illustrated in Fig. 8, when p0 is a receiver
of signal x, since the data of x can be produced by multiple
where T = {t′ ∈ tags(b(y)) | b(y)(t′ ) = tt}.
producers p1 , . . . , pn , the adapter of p0 should be capable of
transmitting the data from the desired input channel to p0 .
This proposition states that the clock reduction of signal in
downsampling equation does not change the downsampling
result, as long as it is present when the condition holds.
This is named lossless reduction. It formulates how to reduce
the communication quantity and the computation load: if the
given signal is really required by some computation (e.g.,
downsampling), it must be present; if not, its absence does
not change the computation behavior.
Proposition 2. For each behavior b′ ∈ ho ::=
ˆ ≤yi,
ˆ
x when y | [y]≤x
there always exists a set of augmented
ˆ
s.t.,
behaviors Bb′ ⊂ ho ::= x when y | x=yi,
∀b ∈ Bb′ , b′ (y) = b(y), b′ (x)  b(x), ∀t ∈ T, b′ (o)(t) = b(o)(t),
where T = {t′ ∈ tags(b(y)) | b(y)(t′ ) = tt}.
This proposition states that the signal in downsampling
equation can be augmented by adding arbitrary values to be
synchronized with the condition. This kind of augmentation
operation is named lossless augmentation, since it does not
change the downsampling result.
The optimization schemes proposed in the following section conform to both lossless reduction and lossless augmentation.
B. Optimization on Communications
1) General Idea: The Signal processes communicate via
broadcast. Note that we consider the general case, i.e., each
process can be a mixture of producer and receiver of a signal
x. The processes can thus be capable of producing the data
value of x or receiving the data value of x via the completion
input x′ . In the most general case, the input data is not
always really required by the receiver. The broadcast can
therefore lead to communication of redundant data, which has

Fig. 8.

Merging

The receiver’s adapter should be also capable of resynchronizing the inputs [32]. Due to the asynchronous communications, the input data from different channels do not arrive
simultaneously. The receiver’s adapter must resynchronize the
input data to meet the synchronization relations between the
inputs. The crucial part of this functionality is to determine
whether all the required input data values have arrived.
2) Constructing Adapters: To achieve these functionalities,
the calculation clocks and the utility clocks of related signals
have to be computed. Before presenting the clock calculation
scheme, we first consider the general computation scheme for a
given signal x. Assume that the computation of x is distributed
over the processes p0 , . . . , pn , then its definition scheme in
each process is as follows:
(|x ::= τ1 when γ1
...
|x ::= τm when γm
|x ::= prex when isDelayedx
|x ::= defautlvalue x′
|x′ =x
ˆ =pre
ˆ
ˆ 1 =τ
ˆ 1=
ˆ . . . =γ
ˆ m =τ
ˆ m =isDelayed
ˆ
x =γ
x |)

Based on the equations, a conditional dependency graph [33]
is synthesized as shown in Fig. 9. According to the conditional

to it. Hence, the fresh value can be required by the receivers
in the future, even if it is not required at the current instant.
The optimized communication must cover the potential future
requirements. In a first optimization scheme, the adapter of the
producer always transmits the fresh value to the receivers no
matter whether they currently require it.
ˆ clkcal (x)p0
(|xp0 pk =
|xp0 pk := x when x̂p0 pk |)

Fig. 9.

Synthesized Conditional Dependency Graph

dependencies, the calculation clock of x in the process pj (0 ≤
j ≤ n) is computed:
clkcal (x)pj =(
ˆ

m
]

(τi ˆ
∗[γi ]))+̂(prex ˆ
∗[isDelayedx ]).

i=1

It represents the tags at which the data of x is produced by
pj . Furthermore, the utility clock of the completion input x′
in pj is computed as follows:
′

clkuty (x )pj

=
ˆ
=
ˆ
=
ˆ

∗h
clkuty (x)pj ˆ
∗(clkuty (x)pj −̂ clkcal (x)pj )
clkuty (x)pj ˆ
clkuty (x)pj −̂ clkcal (x)pj .

It represents the tags at which x′ is required to complete x,
i.e., x′ is useful only when x is useful but not produced by pj .
Note that this clock calculation scheme covers all the potential
topologies. For instance, if pj is only a receiver of x, then
the completion input x′ is equivalent to x in the scheme: the
calculation clock of x is empty (i.e., clkcal (x)pj =
ˆ 0̂); the utility
clock of x′ is equal to the one of x in pj .
Based on the computed clocks, the minimal frequency of
the communication can be determined. The adapters at both
ends of the communication follow the optimized communication scheme, which is adjusted according to the storage type
of the transmitted data.
Recall that the non-memorized storage type means that the
signal is completed by the default value of its data type when
no assignment applies to it. Hence, the fresh value is never
required by the receivers in the future. Assume that the data
of x is transmitted from the producer p0 to the receiver pk
(1 ≤ k ≤ n) via the channel xp0 pk (see Fig. 7). As one element
in the conditional broadcast of x, xp0 pk transmits the fresh
value only when the receiver really requires it.

The merging of data from multiple channels still follows the
tagged order. When no value of x comes from the producers,
the adapter transmits the previous value to p0 via x′ .
(|x′ := X when x̂′
|X := xp1 p0 default . . . default xpn p0
default X$1 init def value
|X =x
ˆ p1 p0 +̂ . . . +̂xpn p0 +̂x′ |)/X

A second optimization scheme for transmitting memorized
data, is to let the adapter of the producer transmit the value
via the channel, only when the other end requires it.
ˆ clkuty (x′ )pk
(|xp0 pk =
|xp0 pk := x when x̂p0 pk |)

Note that this scheme is limited to the topology of monoproducer of x: if this scheme is applied to the topology of
multi-producer of x, then the exclusive transmission feature is
violated. For the topology of mono-producer of x, the merging
functionality is not needed.
In the proposed optimization schemes, utility clock in
receiver can be used to compute transmission clock, i.e., x̂p0 pk ,
in the adapter of producer. Such kind of transmission clock
calculation may introduce dependency cycles between the
communication ends. Hence, after computing a transmission
clock with the related utility clock, the resulting processes
have to pass the verification that no dependency cycle exists
among them. If dependency cycle exists, the utility clock in
receiver cannot be used to compute this transmission clock.
In the sequel, this transmission clock only depends on the
calculation clock in producer, i.e., xp0 pk =
ˆ clkcal (x)p0 .
When all the required input data values arrive, the adapter
of the receiver transmits them to trigger the receiver’s execution. The set of inputs really required by a receiver p0 , denoted
as I(t)p0 , dynamically changes along with the receiver’s
execution. It is determined by iteratively checking the utility
clocks of inputs in the receiver:

ˆ clkcal (x)p0 ˆ
∗ clkuty (x′ )pk
(|xp0 pk =
|xp0 pk := x when x̂p0 pk |)

I(t)p0 := {x′ ∈ Ip0 |t ∈ clkuty (x′ )p0 }

Assume that the adapter of p0 receives the fresh values of
x via the channels xp1 p0 , . . . , xpn p0 (see Fig. 8). Due to the
exclusivity feature inherited from the guarded actions, at most
one process can produce one fresh value of x during each tag.
Their adapters thereby transmit the values at different tags,
which is called exclusive transmission. Due to this feature,
the adapter of the receiver can reorder the received values,
according to the tagged order. When no fresh value of x is
produced, the adapter of p0 transmits the default value to p0
via x′ .

where Ip0 is the set of inputs in p0 .
3) Optimization Effects: Based on the proposed optimization schemes, the constructed adapters implement lossless
reduction and lossless augmentation: the inter-process communications can be reduced and each wrapped process still
produces the same output data-flow. This key property guarantees that the optimized data-flow network preserves the original
interface behaviors.
Fig. 10 illustrates the interface behaviors after constructing
adapters for processes p0 and p1 . p1 produces the nonmemorized data of x, which is required for the computation
of an output o in p0 . The data of x is down-sampled and
transmitted via the path p1 : x → xp1 p0 → x′ → p0 : x.
The clock of xp1 p0 is computed by following the optimization

(|x′ := xp1 p0 default . . . default xpn p0 default def value|)

The memorized storage type means that the signal is
completed by its previous value when no assignment applies

(|(|xp1 p0 := x when x̂p1 p0
|)/x
|(|x′ := xp1 p0 default 0|)
|(|x := x′
|o ::= x when y
|o ::= defaultvalue 0
|o=x
ˆ =y
ˆ
|)/x, y
|)/xp1 p0 , x′
Fig. 10.
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Interface behaviors after the adapter construction

scheme:
∗ clkuty (x′ )p0 .
ˆ clkcal (x)p1 ˆ
xp1 p0 =
As shown in the data-flow traces of Fig. 10, only when p0
really requires x′ (i.e., at the tags of [y]), the fresh values of
x are transmitted to the adapter of p0 via the channel xp1p0 .
Then the adapter transmits the fresh values with the default
value (0 for x) to p0 via x′ . After analyzing the optimized
data-flow traces, we deduce that although the inter-process
communication is reduced (e.g., only the fresh value 2 is
transmitted to the adapter of p0 ), the wrapped process p0 still
produces the same output data-flow.
Compared with the method presented in [20], the proposed optimization scheme is implemented using multi-clock
calculation rather than iterative evaluation of communication
necessity. It can thereby avoid overestimated computations that
may occur when adopting the method of [20].
C. Optimization on Computations
The optimization on communications requires utility clocks
and calculation clocks to determine the necessary communications. The optimization on computations requires utility
clocks to determine the necessary computations. The utility
clock of a given internal signal represents at which tags the
internal is really required for the computation of some output
(or intermediate). Then the clock of the internal can be reduced
to its utility clock. In this way, its utility is always computed
at first. Then if it is really required, its value computation
is performed; if not, the computation is suppressed and its
status is absent. This optimization can reduce the workload
in computing internal signals. However, since utility clock is
synthesized from conditional dependencies, the clock reduction
to utility clock can introduce supplementary dependencies
between signals. This optimization can consequently cause
dependency cycles [30]. Hence, the optimized process must
pass the verification that no dependency cycle exists in it.
The methodology presented in [21] works on AIF models,
and follows a similar idea for avoiding unnecessary computations: computing required conditions for every local variable
to determine whether its computation is really required for
the computations of output variables. The main difference is
that required conditions are computed as fixed-point equations,
whose computational effort can become prohibitively high.
V. C ASE S TUDIES
The presented methodology has been implemented within
the integrated framework Quartz/Averest + Signal/Polychrony.
To illustrate and validate this methodology, a series of examples served as case studies. Each of them has been written in

the Quartz language and distributed over different processing
locations according to its modular structure.
The first example, Traffic Control System [3], is a control
system designed for controlling the traffic order of a single
tunnel between an island and the mainland. This system is
distributed over five processing locations for different functionalities: two traffic light controllers, responsible for receiving
the sensors’ signals when cars enter or leave the tunnel and
controlling the traffic lights at both ends of the tunnel; two
counters, respectively counting the number of cars on the
island or in the tunnel; and one tunnel access controller,
responsible for managing access to the tunnel according to
the numbers of cars and the sensors’ signals. Using the presented methodology, an optimized data-flow network is finally
established and can be simulated as optimized distributed
C program. Its simulation result embodies the optimization
effects on communications. Comparing with the simulation
result of non-optimized distributed C program, we deduce that
1) the communication quantity on data (in particular, data of
Boolean signals) is greatly reduced by 65%; 2) however, since
the optimization requires additional control communications to
retain system behavior, the global communication quantity is
inversely increased by 9% (shown in Tab. I).
TABLE I.

A MOUNT OF C OMMUNICATION R EDUCTION

Cast Study Name
Traffic Control System
DFT-IDFT
3D Transform

Percentage of Communication Reduction
−9%
30%
43%

This may appear as a negative result when there is a
small amount of data that has to be communicated, even
if this quantity is reduced, if, depending on the mapping,
control communication has to be added to ensure a correct
behavior. However, for a given mapping, the optimization on
communication may be significant if the transmitted data are
big data such as images represented as matrices. Consider, for
instance, the previous application in which the Boolean data
are replaced by 1024 × 1024 Boolean matrices. In that case,
since the added control is the same, the global reduction of
communication is almost 75%.
We have considered two other case studies: DFT-IDFT
applies a Discrete Fourier Transform and an Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform in parallel to the incoming audio signals;
3D Transform processes digital images for a camera in parallel,
including calculating a transformation matrix and applying it
to a sequence of vectors over different processing locations.
Both systems focus on parallelism of big data processing.
Using the presented optimization methodology, significant
communication reductions (shown in Tab. I) are obtained for
both of them.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a distribution methodology for synchronous programs. The key for the desynchronization contains the transformation from intermediate models into Signal
processes, and the synthesis of optimized data-flow network
using the multi-clock calculation. The optimization implements
the lossless reduction and the lossless augmentation. It can
therefore reduce the inter-process communication quantity and
the process computation load, without changing the interface
behaviors.

The proposed methodology utilizes the polychronous
model for the distribution of synchronous programs. One
perspective for future work is to coordinate synchronous components (in particular, Quartz modules) with Signal processes
to finally construct an optimized data-flow network. This
integrated methodology would fully exploit the advantages of
both synchrony and polychrony.
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